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Director’s Introduction
Performance Space’s move to CarriageWorks in 2007 precipitated a series of artistic responses to this new site including
works by the deQuincey Co., Ruark Lewis and Jonathan Jones, David Haines and Joyce Hinterding, You Are Here, Jon Rose
and Robyn Fox, Nigel Helyer, Sean Cordeiro and Claire Healy, and Sarah Goffman. Each artist or group has made new work
variously in consideration of site histories, the nature of its appearance and uses as a repurposed site, its scale, its acoustic
resonance and its seasonal atmospheres.
The last four years have been a rich experience for Performance
Space as an organisation, challenging us to reflect deeply on the
one hand on our place within community in its broadest sense
as well as with our artists and audiences, and on the dualistic
situation of our tenancy here at CarriageWorks, in which we no
longer run a venue, yet have created a program that has, on many
occasions, endeavoured to connect so intricately with it.
As we look towards the next few years of production and
presentation, Performance Space will expand the scope of its
program into other spaces and locations in Sydney, while retaining
an artistic foothold in the CarriageWorks complex. Nightshifters
is a project that, like Tess de Quincey’s The Stirring in 2008, is
concerned with activating the foyers, interstices and external
sites of CarriageWorks nocturnally, to encourage a quieter and
more reflective engagement with place; temporally, materially and
perceptually.
As the Eveleigh Railyard continues to develop and change,
there is a sense of urgency for us to recognise both its past and
its potential as a space for the contemporary arts. Nightshifters
has been devised by curator Bec Dean as a kind of response to
this urgency, but with the suggestive and evocative capabilities of
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the moving image and sound, in the hands of eight artists, rather
than a more permanent or fixed materiality.
Performance Space would like to acknowledge the Visual
Arts Board of the Australia Council for its support of this project,
and to the Keir Foundation, who have again given so generously
to Performance Space to enable eight new works by Australian
and Australian-based artists to be created for Nightshifters.
Performance Space would also like to thank CarriageWorks Inc.
and the other tenants of the building for their ongoing support,
and to our colleagues across Sydney who have supported us
with equipment loans to realise this large-scale and ambitious
curatorial project.
Daniel Brine
Director
Performance Space
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Nightshifters
Many people will be lured by the ‘night’. But I think this word ‘shift’ is the key to this exhibition.
‘Shift’ directs our attention to change, which is the pulse that
art is meant to bring to the world. Art is meant to cause a
transformation, a turning, an articulation in some moment,
meaning or matter. Traditionally, in Europe at least, the artist was
charged with manipulating a chosen medium so that it could seem
to become another. Marble construed as flesh. Paint representing
watery light.
The manipulation of stuff: it’s what the artist did in the studio.
But in Nightshifters the changes are not wrought only on dull
matter.
(Although brick walls and cement surfaces do gleam anew.)
Rather, these artworks also use the shimmers of audiovisual media
to shift something as immaterial as time and space.
The artworks capture intensified batches of meanings and
feelings all in motion, lifting them from their original contexts,
moving them across time and space, putting them in new locations,
rhythms and schedules.
It is axiomatic in media studies that that the first instant any
new communications technology is invented, someone asks: ‘How
can this thing be used for sex?’ True. But in the next heartbeat
someone else is asking, ‘And how can it be used for recordkeeping?’ It was thus with paint applied to rock walls. And with
inked marks on vellum. And it is still this way with email and the
internet.
In addition to imagining erotic and bureaucratic uses for
communication technologies, early adopters tend to ask how the
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new systems can mess with time and with vernacular notions of
the past, the present and the immediate future. In other words:
how can we influence the way events seem to take place? For
example, think of how the telegraph, citizens-band radio, the
tape-recorder and VCR and YouTube all changed the way eventscheduling operated as soon as ‘senders’ and ‘receivers’ could
use the new technologies to dispatch, store, search, replay and
recombine packets of communication. Said most simply, with
each of these new technologies, people got to wait in new ways.
Or to imagine the scene more actively, people got to refuse the
rhythms of waiting, withholding and doling that are controlled by
bureaucracies such as television stations or education systems.
And people came to expect events to occur in stranger times and
more unexpected places than proper decorum used to dictate.
Changes to content caches, as well as to distribution modes and
display technologies all meant that an audiovisual-event could
happen in places where they had been previously excluded. An
audiovisual event could happen here or there, at this time or that
time. Who says it can’t? Why should we wait for it? Why can’t we
make it happen?
Once the ‘search and play’ function of a content set or
an archiving system gets enhanced and democratized –using
computers particularly – so that people can approach a critical
mass of reposed material expecting to manipulate it with genuine
agency, then time and space warp around each other in new ways.
Where information used to get shifted mainly through one-way

broadcasts out of the mass media, now significant legions of
localised and free-willed interpersonal transactions might begin
to reorganise labour and capital while Industry and the State are
forced to seek out new ways to constrain and channel the activities
and imaginations of the citizenry. So the whole world gets ready to
receive and purvey messages and emotions in unprecedented ways,
places and times.
All this happens around the segmenting, management
and containment of time in relation to the archived packets of
information that govern peoples’ everyday contemplation and
action. If you take this ability to timeshift and connect it to
powerful mechanisms for searching and pattern-recognition
amidst accrued records (which is what computers are made
for), then the world really can lurch on to some new axes. On an
interactive network, for example, you might start to see rhythms
of expectation, demand and action, pushing and pulling, spiraling,
breaking and reforming through time, across space and across
classes, work-regimes and cultural activities. As you watch
everything shift through a myriad feedback loops, you might start
to doubt positivist simplifications of evolutionary narratives in
which the deficient past always gets outmoded by the efficient
present; you might doubt broadcasts received; you might lose
patience with hierarchies imposed and timetables arbitrarily
delivered without widespread negotiation.
None of this necessarily means that some new social liberation
is nigh. But old patterns of compliance and old patterns of status

and expectation do get shaken, at the very least. And the past
and the present stutter across each other while old spatial maps
crinkle and fold because everything stored is equally available
for present-day consideration and for future recombination. In
a digital database, no bit of anything has to be permanently far
away from anything else. Representations of centres and margins
can slide about. The ancient past and the recent past can lose
their perspectival arraignment. History might bend its standard
delineations of serial thought and it might take new shapes, some
of them dynamic, volumetric and curlicue.
In such a swirling infoscape, authority is not a given, not
something simply thrust down upon the mess of raw data and the
disorganized citizenry. Rather, authority is just the contingency of
influence and persuasion shifting amidst a forcefield comprised
of language, commonsense, ideology and desire as well as law
enforcement and military ordnance. In such a relational world,
authority is potentially everywhere, self-organising, and it has to be
proffered and found and constantly tested. And to the extent that it
is operative anywhere anytime, this fresh kind of authority is always
only momentarily affirmed by the people finding and negotiating
all its componentry. Why does this matter? Because it is worldcreating. Which is also the task of art.
In a world organised in this way, by dynamic and relational
databases, mastery over the three archival fundaments – content,
indexing and synthesis – depends on the dexterity and reach of
your searching. This is perhaps a fourth fundament – the search
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The Cloak of Darkness
that enables the shift. Or more exactly, searching and shifting are
the nimble and tireless abilities that integrate content, indexing
and synthesis. The better your ability to search, the better your
ability to turn around the direction of memory, pushing it toward
speculations with which to test and understand how the past peels
off from the present while the future petitions at every moment.
With record-keeping you grab a pulse of meaning and emotion,
then you lift it from its originating time and place, from where and
when it was first uttered, and you shift it to some new juncture of
possibility elsewhere in history and geography. This is a creative
move. And it can be disorienting. It can be as world-shattering as it
might be world-rendering.
This shift in record-keeping happens most readily nowadays
with archived digital files – be they textual, audio-visual or
metadata – precisely because digital packets are so well designed
for remediation, so well disposed to be shuffled and recombined
and shifted across time and space.
Remediators. Could this be another name for Nightshifters?
Or Changescapers? It’s right that they can all morph through each
other like this.
But the original name is good. Nightshifters. It has a big idea in
it. And it has brought all these artists together.
Ross Gibson
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Nightshifters was a commissioned site-specific project, engaging eight Australian and Australian-based artists to work
within the post-industrial architectures of the CarriageWorks complex.
The text and accompanying photographic images of this
catalogue aim to document from a particular perspective and in
a reduced way the scope and scale of the new works that were
created. As with all things site-specific, you really had to be
there (as the saying goes). The dimensions absent from this
catalogue are exactly the kinds of ephemera that vanish from all
places once a particular moment has passed or a situation has
changed: a certain sonic or olfactory landscape, perspectives
between objects and through space, and the repetition of
specific human activity determined by the function of a building
or site. In the first instance, the Nightshifters curatorial brief
invited artists to work with what could be seen or felt in situ:
the CarriageWorks architecture both old and new, its supporting
structures, conduits, windows, passageways, light and darkness,
surface materiality, its geographic and social contexts and of
course what evidence that still remained of things past.
The kernel of the idea for Nightshifters began to form after
a meeting with filmmaker Cordelia Beresford, whose short
dance film made for screen, Night Shift (2009) considered
the checkered past of Cockatoo Island in Sydney Harbour. The
artist sought to activate some of its histories, including the
establishment of a convict gaol on part of the island, which was
adapted in 1871 as reformatory for wayward girls. With dancers
Narelle Benjamin, Miranda Wheen and musician and dancer
Djakapurra Munyarrun, she created a layered filmic narrative,

interweaving the present situation of the site as a provisional
space for tourism and entertainment with its past. Like many
artists negotiating ideas of site and history, the situated idea of
the palimpsest is invoked in this work: that a place – a building,
a site, land itself – accrues traces and resonances overtime,
and that the activity of the present day is continually writing
over what has been erased. Reimagined for Nightshifters as
The Night Watchman, Beresford conceived of a three-channel
work that animated the photographic imagery she had taken of
Benjamin and Wheen. Installed as it was inside a translucent
screening space that emulated the utilitarian industrial
architectures of both the railway workshops and the Turbine
Shop of Cockatoo Island, The Night Watchman was re-presented
as an echo across time inside a vast space that shares other
stories of struggle and institutionalisation.
Melbourne-based Dominic Redfern also developed a
retroactive approach to the site which engaged with histories
through present-day perspectival frames. As an artist whose
video work intervenes in precise and performative ways with
existing architectures and quotidian objects, the building’s
remaining drive shaft and its circular machine parts became his
point of focus. For concentric/working title, Redfern animated
three narratives of labour that extended both factually and
metaphorically from the Eveleigh Rail Yards. As concentric
circles share the same origin, the artist also engaged with the
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notion of the body as locus, and in this case as an instrument
for labour which connected all three stories. In one video that
depicted Redfern working a human-scale treadmill, the artist
explored a little-known form of punishment in convict Australia,
where no utility was derived from prisoners arduously walking
the wheel. The central screen of his installation showed the
drive shaft illuminated from underneath by red fire which cast
shadows across the space. This work sought to contemplate
the geographic site of the Eveleigh Carriage Works both as Eora
Aboriginal land and one of the first major urban employers
of Indigenous labour in Australia. In the final screen, archive
cards appear to flutter from the gantry, drawing reference to
the general strike of 1917 which sprang from worker opposition
within the Eveleigh Carriage Works to a ‘time and motion’
efficiency study, utilising cards to record the activity of workers
throughout the day.
That the site held such importance across industrial
relations, the rights of the worker, politics and the State’s
economy in the early part of the 20th century is largely lost
to present day experiences of the CarriageWorks venue
and – through the processes of gentrification – to its wider
community. Eugenia Raskopoulos’s White Words, a threechannel video and sound installation was a meditation on
language and the erasure of difference in this post-industrial
working context, alluding to the rich history of migrant workers
formerly employed onsite. As a migrant to Australia herself,
Raskopoulos moved into her first family home in nearby
Darlington in the 1960s when the area was still greatly defined
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by the working classes and the rail industry. In this triptych
of videos she used her body and voice to inscribe the written
English and spoken Greek word onto the concrete floors. In the
first projection, as each letter drawn on the floor with her feet
– spelling the words black, brown, yellow and red – became
visible, it was rapidly engulfed by milky whiteness before the
word could be properly comprehended. The central image of
a fluttering mouth expressing incomprehensible words was
synched together with a third projection of the artist erasing
the Greek word for boat that is written on a bathroom mirror.
Meditating on her own identity as a ‘boat person’, this work
considers the wider implication of the word in the context of
discourse around racism in Australia.
Sam James’s installation of seven projections, The Cracks,
drew attention to the tiny details of the vast western foyer of the
building by working with a performing body, like Raskopoulous.
His collaboration with artist Georgie Read was central to this
work and through performance and animation they transformed
cracks and imperfections in the industrial materiality of the
space, as well as small features, like an old electrical distributor
which appeared to be reactivated. Steel plates welded to the
columns and gantries became cinema screens and a large
projection in the westernmost wall created a portal through the
building which seemed to be etched from light. In The Cracks,
the artist’s projectors were unhidden and exposed as the
apparatus from which to engage with alternative dimensions in
space. Using video like an alchemical tool to transform the real,
James’s macroscopic abstractions of existing surfaces created

new canvasses for performance and through their diminutive
size, forged intimate relationships with the imagination of
viewers.
In John Tonkin’s closer: eleven experiments in proximity,
viewers became the activating agents and protagonists of the
small narratives within the work. Deliberately installed within
a thoroughfare between concrete spaces, the sensorimotoractivated video operated through a first person, temporal
engagement with two screens, detecting various layers of
proximity, velocity and attentiveness. The subject or recorded
environment of each of Tonkin’s experiments also captured
modes of passage and places of mundane human transit brought
to life by real time interaction. Others described small acts of
bedroom intimacy (moving closer to a partner in bed, moving
away from a man wearing only white underpants) that jarred
against the ordinariness of walking along footpaths, platforms,
down escalators and into bus stations. The location of the ‘user’
in this regard created dual reflections of the poetry inherent
in everyday experience and the distance between people, both
physical and emotional.
Directly outside the bounds of the CarriageWorks building,
the natural world has staged a quiet takeover of the Eveleigh
site, with the encroachment of weeds and self-planted trees
(that are occasionally brought into check by teams of gardeners).
It was this space, one of the last undeveloped tracts of land in
Sydney, that Angelica Mesiti chose to explore in her work City
Lights. This dual projection, shining directly onto two large
glass entrances, emphasised the nocturnal business of this

reclaimed, natural environment and the activity of its insects.
Seasonally, November is when Bogong moths, navigating by
the moon, are occasionally drawn off course by the illuminated
city. But on a smaller level, Mesiti cited the security floodlights
surrounding the building and their insect-attracting emissions,
creating an uncanny inside/outside dimension that could be
perceived at once as silhouettes of real creatures on the other
side of the glass, and as a fabrication. The image of the moth to
the flame is a familiar one denoting a tragic compulsion towards
the danger at the intersection of nature and human industry.
Considered in this way, the earliest forms of the moving image
were referenced by the artist: the idea of ‘Plato’s cave’ and the
flicker of silhouettes cast from a hearth fire.
Further outside the building and onto Wilson Street, singing
could be heard faintly issuing from Kate Murphy’s installation in
the building’s carpark. Utilising voice within her video practice
as an invitation into private memories, her collaboration with
composer and sound artist Basil Hogios completely enveloped
viewers in a lament spanning three generations. Yia Yia’s song
transformed the utilitarian carpark of Bay 25 into a cathedralic
space, seemingly built for song and for quiet listening. As a
multi-channel video and sound work, Yia Yia’s song surrounded
viewers with the faces of related people, all engaged privately
in the same act of listening to a recording of a long-passed and
much respected elder. This found sound, a 1976 tape made
by Diamando Psihogios, the grandmother of Basil Hogios, is
discussed by his mother and father as a song expressing her
sadness at losing her children as they prepared to migrate to
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Artists and works

Australia in search of better opportunities. The work powerfully
expressed the legacy and importance of individuals in defining
the identities of their offspring, and the emotional impacts of
migration resonating through time and memory.
Further into the wasteland surrounding CarriageWorks,
Alexis Destoop unlocked some of the inaccessible, temporary
spaces of the site – the containers that were situated behind
cyclone fencing. Unheim was a two-channel video and
sound work influenced by Beckett’s The Lost Ones (1970), a
description of a paradoxical limbo defined by the movement of
its dwellers, and characterised by changing light conditions. His
project transposed certain principles of the literary work into a
cinematic process, whereby apparatus such as setting, lights
and camera became the principal subjects. From a particular
location, viewers could perceive a continually unfolding space
of corridors and doorways issuing from two portals, creating a
sense of infinity within a hard, impenetrable casing. The footage
augmented by Destoop was shot at night at laboratories in the
heart of a derelict industrial site in Northern France that was
impacted by a wave of deindustrialisation in the 1970s, which
echoed the situation of the Eveleigh site, in its state of transition
and becoming.
The curatorial premise of Nightshifters was to invite artists
to work within the spaces of the Eveleigh Rail Yards site, and
to propose a set of temporary interventions and impermanent
realities, working with audio visual technologies: projection,
lights and sound. Rather than videographers who routinely
undertake large-scale and site-based work, the artists invited
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to participate in Nightshifters all shared an affinity for and
an interest in performance. Many have engaged in dance and
movement-based collaborations in addition to their solo
practices as visual artists. In this way, the project sought to
interrogate the notion of video as a live art form when applied
to and within space, and the historic building of CarriageWorks
itself as a living entity. The night shift is portrayed in the
repetitious fictions of popular culture as a quiet, contemplative
and occasionally chilling version of an occupation. The shift
signifies a changeover of stewardship from the business of the
day to lockdown and a somewhat more restricted level of access
by night. But nighttime is also the domain of the imagination
and a space for dreams. As the cloak of darkness dampens the
distractions of full-spectrum vision, rooms become etched in
shadow and defined by other noises and atmospheres, allowing
a different set of possibilities for experiences with spatial and
temporal phenomena to emerge.
Bec Dean
With thanks to the artists

Cordelia Beresford
Night Watchman (2008-2010)
Three-channel video, stereo audio installation and still
photography
Improvised performances by Djakapurra Munyarryun, Narelle
Benjamin and Miranda Wheen
Traditional song performed by Djakapurra Munyarryun
Beresford is an award-winning cinematographer who works in
film and television across drama, documentary and promotional
work. She has also made dance-screen and installation works
as director/DOP and artist. Her short film The Eye Inside won
the Dendy Award and was nominated for the AFI awards in
cinematography and directing. As DOP she has photographed
drama for independent Australian directors, including Rachel
Ward’s Martha’s New Coat, and numerous award-winning
shorts, including Tropfest winner Lamb, and the feature film
Pao’s Story in Vietnam. Her dance films Restoration and I Dream
of Augustine won Best Film or TV work at the Australian Dance
Awards and have screened extensively internationally. The Shape
of Water was commissioned by ABC TV as a collaboration with
choreographer Narelle Benjamin and Sydney Dance Company
and won the ReelDance Award in 2008. Night Watchman
was produced during a period of developing her own art and
photographic practice with an Emerging Artist grant.

Alexis Destoop
Unheim (2010 )
Two channel video and audio installation
Destoop studied art history and photography before graduating
with a Master in Philosophy from the University of Ghent.
After completing a Postgraduate Degree at Le Fresnoy, Studio
des Arts Contemporains in Tourcoing, France he worked on
different performing arts projects, working with texts by
Marguerite Duras, Rainer Werner Fassbinder and Samuel
Beckett. Later he started to work on installations that focussed
on notions of performativity and duration. The three channel
video installations With Usura (2001-2004) and Ecce (2003)
were presented extensively in various shows in Belgium,
Holland and France. With an approach that is informed by
minimalism and its strategies, his recent work investigates and
critically reflects upon the processes of fiction and narrative
construction, particularly in relationship to cinema. Works
include experimental short films I’m happy men (2005) and
Pandora (2008) and the 2-channel video installation Dwelling
(2006-2009).
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Samuel James
The Cracks (2010)
Seven channel digital video installation
Performances by Georgie Read
James has been a filmmaker and projection designer for
performance since 1995. His focus has been to collaborate with
new media, dance and theatre projects to develop integrated,
paradoxical languages in live performance. He has been a
regular contributor to Performance Space for ten years, also
filling a role as video documenter for many independent dancers
there. His approach to the moving image is to unveil paradoxes
between media and the live presence and being seduced but
complicit in the manipulations of the stage. Most of his work
involves animation of an environmental subconscious, playing
with and against the performer. He has screened dance films
and installations at Cinedans Amsterdam, MOVES Manchester,
VideoDansa Barcelona, Dança em Foco Rio de Janiero, Tansfilm
Wetbewerb Berlin, Video Danza Buenos Aires, MediaTerra
Athens, Reeldance in Australia and NZ and the Experimental
Media and Performing Arts Center, New York. The primary
interest in installation work is to activate space by sampling
ordinary environments and objects and counterphrasing this
with superimposed performance to create an imaginarium of the
endless digital realm. He has also worked on the distortion of
archives in projects such as Anamorphic Archive and Amygdala:
Fear Conditioning (Artspace 2010).
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Angelica Mesiti
City Lights (2010)
Two channel video installation
Mesiti was born in Sydney and gained her Bachelor of Fine Arts
with Honors from the College of Fine Arts UNSW where she is
now completing her Masters. She works within the traditions
of video, performance and installation and generates material
through a range of approaches including staged situations, sitespecific performative acts, re-enactment and documentation.
Mesiti has shown her work in exhibitions, video festivals and
screenings in Australia and overseas. Most recently her work
has featured in Experimenta: Utopia Now, Biennale of Media
Art 2010 and internationally in projects at École Des Beaux
Arts Paris; Reina Sofia National Museum, Madrid; and Haus der
Kulturen der Welt, Berlin. In 2009 she was a finalist in the Helen
Lempriere travelling art scholarship and she was the winner of
the 58th Blake Prize for Religious Art, the first time the prize
has been won by a video work. She has been the recipient of
numerous grants and residencies and has taught at the College
of Fine Arts, UNSW. Mesiti is a founding member of the Sydney
based collaborative group The Kingpins who have performed and
exhibited internationally since 2000.

Kate Murphy (with Basil Hogios)
Yia Yia’s song (2010)
Eight-channel video and sound installation
Courtesy of the artist and BREENSPACE, Sydney
Murphy’s video practice examines the interplay between
portraiture and the various forms of documentary including TV
and film documentary, reality TV and the home video camera.
Through her single and multi-channel video installations she
explores the relationship between her subject, the camera,
the observer and the viewer. Murphy has exhibited nationally
and internationally including; TWMA Contemporary 2010,
TarraWarra Museum of Art (2010); Video Swell Sydney, Art
Gallery of New South Wales; Rising Tide: Film and Video Works
from the MCA Collection, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney
and San Diego (2009); Contemporary Australia: Optimism,
GOMA, Brisbane; Sonic Youth, Green on Red Gallery, Dublin
and Amelie A Wallace Gallery, New York; (2008); Interlace,
Performance Space, Sydney and CAST Gallery, Hobart (2004);
and Remembrance + the Moving Image, ACMI, Melbourne
(2003). Solo exhibitions include The note, BREENSPACE,
Sydney (2010); and Cry me a future, National Portrait Gallery,
Canberra (2009). Murphy won the 2004 Helen Lempriere
Travelling Art Scholarship, travelling to the UK and Ireland.
In 2007 she was awarded an Australia Council for the Arts
residency at the Greene Street studio in New York.

Hogios is an award-winning composer and sound designer
who has worked in film and television, theatre, dance, and
installation. For the screen, he composed the score for the
feature film Romulus My Father starring Eric Bana, for which
he was nominated for an AFI Award. A two-time nominee of
the APRA/AGSC Screen Music Awards, Basil has composed
for many award-winning shorts and has worked on television
shows, documentaries and TV commercials. His music for the
short film Apricot has won critical acclaim, and collaborating
with the same director, he composed the music for Hammer
Bay, a one-hour drama for MTV that won the inaugural Optus
One80 competition. In theatre, Basil has collaborated with some
of Australia’s greats on mainstage shows for Sydney Theatre
Co, Melbourne Theatre Co, Company B, Bell Shakespeare, and
Griffin. Recently he worked on Wrong Skin, collaborating with
Nigel Jamieson on his devised piece for the Chooky Dancers, at
the Adelaide and Darwin Festivals. He is the creative director
of the music and sound company FirstCut Studio, a facility in
Sydney that is home to a talented and experienced group of
composers and sound professionals.
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Eugenia Raskopoulos
White Words (2010)
Three channel digital video and audio installation
Courtesy of the artist and ARC One Gallery, Melbourne and WW
Artist Projects, Sydney
Raskopoulos is a visual artist based in Sydney. Her work
explores ideas on identity, translation, language and the body.
Translation in the broadest sense of the word is a thread that
is continuous throughout her art practice. She has been the
recipient of a number of grants from the Australia Council. In
2007 she received a Scholarship from Museum of Modern Art
in New York. In 2004 she was awarded the Western Sydney
Fellowship from Arts New South Wales. In 2003 she spent
three months at the Art Gallery of NSW Studio at the Cité
Internationale des Arts, Paris. Her work is collected in most
major state galleries in Australia and the National Gallery
of Australia. Her work has been exhibited nationally and
internationally. The artist’s work was shown in Nightcomers
at the 10th International Istanbul Biennial 2007. In 2008 her
work was included in Intrude: Art and Life 366 Project by Zendai
MoMA, Shanghai, China and Video Logic at the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Sydney.
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Dominic Redfern
concentric/working title (2010)
Three channel digital video and audio installation
Redfern is a video artist creating performative video works
at the intersection of site, screen and identity. In 2010 his
work was seen in the Perth International Arts Festival, in a
solo show at Mildura Regional Arts Centre, and as a finalist in
the ReelDance awards. In recent years Dominic has had solo
shows at WA’s PICA, Melbourne’s CCP, Adelaide’s EAF, the Art
Centre d’MArnay in France and the Chulalongkorn Art Centre in
Bangkok. His work has also been seen at venues including the
Tate Modern, Norwich Gallery and Bristol’s FACT in the UK; Te
Tuhi Centre for The Arts, New Zealand; the Gallery of Modern
Art in Brisbane; in the US at the Art Institute of Chicago, the
Museum of New Art, Detroit, and Art in General in New York;
Sparwasser HQ, the Interface Festival and Hamburger Bahnof
in Berlin; Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo; at the Bangkok Experimental
Film Festival; at Alternative Space LOOP, Seoul, as well as
Gallery Minami, Tokyo Wonder Site, and Remo Gallery in Japan.
Dominic is the chair of the board at WestSpace Gallery and
he works as a senior lecturer in video art and as the studio
coordinator for Media Arts at RMIT University.

John Tonkin
closer: eleven experiments in proximity (2010)
Two-channel interactive video system
Courtesy of the artist and BREENSPACE, Sydney
Tonkin began making experimental film and video in the early
1980s and started working with computer animation in 1985.
He makes work using his own custom software. In 1999-2000
he received a fellowship from the Australia Council’s New
Media Arts Board. His animations have screened extensively
both within Australia and internationally including International
Symposium of Electronic Art (ISEA 93) Minneapolis USA,
and Prix Ars Electronica 1994, Austria. His recent projects
have used real-time 3d animation, visualisation and datamapping technologies. These include Strange Weather (2005),
a visualisation tool for making sense of life, and time and
motion study (2006). Recent major exhibitions have included
Media City Seoul - 2nd International Media Art Biennale;
Seoul Museum of Art 2002, Ozone; Pompidou Center Paris
2003, Digital Sublime - New Masters of Universe; Museum of
Contemporary Art, Taipei 2004, Strange Weather; Sherman
Galleries 2005, Wood Street Galleries, Pittsburgh 2007 and
collaborative projects at Artspace 2005, and ISEA 2006 (San
Jose), National New Media Art Award Exhibition, Gallery of
Modern Art (GOMA) Queensland Art Gallery 2009. Tonkin
currently lectures within the Digital Cultures Program, at the
University of Sydney.
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Performance Space is supported by the Australian
Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding
and advisory body; the New South Wales Government
through Arts NSW; and the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy; an
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